IPC JURY NOTICE
Title & Location of Competition
35 th FAI World Freefall Style and Accuracy Landing Championships
9th FAI World Junior Freefall and Accuracy Landing Championships
Montana – Erden- Bulgaria
IPC Jury Meeting No: Four (4)
h

Time and Date: 29 August 2018 09H45
Subject:
Protest for a re jump, from USA Accuracy Landing Team competitor 44 against Competition Rules
2018, CR: 6.1.1.1 during Round 6.
Details:
The Jury read the written protest. The relevant dispositions concerning this protest have been
respected especially as to whether the protest states the particular rule 6.1.1.1 of the competition
rules of accuracy landing 2018.
All requirements to set a protest have been verified and declared acceptable according Sporting Code
Section 5: 5.3.1.
The jury received the declarations of the Event Judge, and the 3 judges arranged around the target
for the landing of the competitors round 6.
The EJ said that competitor 44 lands outside of AMD. Judge N°1 said that he missed to make any
signal but he saw the others did it, and confirms that competitor 44 first point of contact was out of
AMD. Judge N°2 said that he views the first point of contact outside AMD, and did the accorded
signal, and Judge N°3; also said that he saw the first contact outside the AMD and indicated this as
usual. (Decision by simple majority)
Asked the USA HoD, about additional evidence (eg. Video evidences); he gave a video record that
shows the concerned jump,
The video evidence mentioned don’t show any different situation, that mentioned, and not clearly
show the judge’s fail. This video evidence was presented to all jury members with the HoD and his
assistant. He recognized that this video is to short and do not demonstrate clearly any error from
judges around the target. Answering to questions of jury, HoD cannot produce another additional
evidences.
According to SC Section 5: 5.3.1, the President of the Jury mentioned to HoD that the protest can be
withdrawn at any time before the final decision. HoD answered that he needed more time to decide it.
After 45 minutes, HoD reported that his decision is to maintain the protest.
Decision
The jury by unanimous decision, states that there is not enough evidences that prove that judges
failed.
The protest is rejected. The protest fee will be not return to the claimant and will be address to FAI
within 28 days after the end of the competition.

Signature:

Bernard Nicolas Jury President

Date:29 August 2018

Time: 09.45

